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Abstract 
Financial inclusion is the safe and timely access to formal 
financial services for people at affordable costs. Various barriers 
of the legacy financial system hinder the involvement of all 
segments of the population in the financial sector. The journey 
from financial exclusion to financial inclusion has to be achieved 
with the implementation of technological breakthroughs. Covid-
19 has also raised the need for technology in all sectors of the 
economy. This research paper introduces the concept of 
intelligent financial inclusion, which is providing financial 
services to people with the help of intelligent systems. This 
intelligent system will take the concepts from the human mind, 
cognitive sciences, and artificial intelligence tools and 
techniques. To achieve the optimal level of financial inclusion, 
economies must shift their financial sector from traditional 
means to intelligent financial systems. In this way, intelligent 
financial inclusion will achieve the target of involving all people 
in the financial sector.  
Keywords:  
Financial exclusion; COVID-19, Intelligent financial inclusion. 
 
  

1. Introduction 

According to economic theory, financial exclusion 
in an economy results in inequalities among the masses 
(Kling et al., 2020). On the other hand, financial inclusion 
greatly contributes to the well-being of economies. It 
provides opportunities to reduce poverty by unblocking 
opportunities for underprivileged groups of society 
(Koomson et al. 2020; Omar and Inaba, 2020; N’dri and 
Kakinaka, 2020), helping people participate in financial 
and ultimately, other sectors of the country. It also 
improves the gender quality and level of education.  

For the background of financial inclusion, there is 
a need to discuss its relationship with microfinance. The 
concept of microfinance was developed in the 1970s to 
expand credit in society. Around 2010, the hype of micro-
financial institutions began to lower owing to certain 
reasons like the inability to combat poverty and women 
empowerment or high-interest rates (Mader, 2017). 
Owing to such reasons, the concept of financial inclusion 
grabbed more attention with its broader scope and 
inevitable significance for society. Financial inclusion 

greatly contributes to recovery from global economic and 
health crises such as COVID-19 (UNSGSA, 2021). This 
raises the need to involve people and businesses in the 
financial sector, so they can play their role in the growth 
of economies. Thus, financial inclusion is vital for 
improving the well-being and standard of life as well as 
for meeting long-term economic goals.  

There are various problems of the legacy 
financial system that put a constraint on involving all 
people in the financial sector. Removal of such problems 
can lead economies to achieve financial inclusion. Despite 
the importance of financial inclusion for the growth of 
economies, there are certain factors and challenges in the 
financial sector that hinder the participation of people in 
the financial sector (Barruetabeña, 2020; Schuetz & 
Venkatesh, 2019). These factors are considered barriers to 
financial inclusion which deprive people of using basic 
financial services. For instance, a person may be unable to 
make financial decisions wisely because of financial 
illiteracy, as a lack of knowledge and skills leads to wrong 
choices about wealth (Yaroslava et al., 2018). Such 
decisions cause a loss of money which discourages 
financial behaviors. As a result, people are reluctant to 
participate in investment and financial products (Bansala, 
2014). Thus, financial illiteracy becomes a barrier to 
financial inclusion. Like financial illiteracy, there are 
various other barriers to financial inclusion like high 
transactions and operations costs (Schuetz & Venkatesh, 
2019), manual processes (Dong, 2018), and poor credit 
risk analysis (Biallas & O’Neill, 2020). Like these issues, 
there can be many other barriers in the financial sector. 
Policymakers and governments adopt different measures 
to solve the problems of the financial sector. Despite such 
efforts, the economies of the world have not reached the 
optimal level of financial inclusion (Ozili, 2020a). There 
remain many inefficiencies in the financial sector like 
manual processes and high costs due to which it does not 
make its maximum contribution to economic growth 
(Demiguc-Kunt et al., 2017; Anagnoste, 2017).  

 However, the modern era of Fintech, or the 
technological revolution has had a tremendous effect on 
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the financial sector also. It has changed the ways of 
circulation of finance in the country. Fintech opportunities 
like blockchain have the potential to resolve problems of 
financial exclusion like high costs, financial illiteracy, 
inappropriate products, and high costs (Schuetz & 

Venkatesh, 2019). More specifically, Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) are 
affecting rapidly in bringing transformation in the 
financial sector. AI promises to provide solutions to all the 
problems which hinder the provision of finance to all 
segments of society (Zetzsch et al. 2020). 

Figure 1: Description of FinTech (Chang, 2020) 

Considering this discussion, the purpose of this 
research paper is to introduce the concept of intelligent 
financial inclusion. This concept is the vision of the future 
and explains the evolution of financial inclusion. 
Intelligent financial inclusion is the implementation of 
characteristics of the human mind, cognitive sciences, and 
AI tools and applications in the financial sector to provide 
efficient and suitable services by removing the barriers of 
the traditional financial system. The focus of AI-assisted 
financial applications should be the barriers that are a 
problem for our legacy financial systems. In other words, 
advancements in technology in the financial sector should 
be oriented towards the removal of these barriers. 
Otherwise, such developments will only lead to chaos and 
various challenges.  

Thus, this research paper explains the importance 
of linking AI with financial inclusion by mentioning real-
world examples of AI for financial inclusion. The focus is 
to understand the need for AI as a solution to the barriers 
of financial inclusion. Most importantly, it introduces the 

concept of intelligent financial inclusion which is a new 
term in the field of finance and computer.  

After this introduction, section 2 will discuss the 
role of AI in promoting financial inclusion. Furthermore, 
a brief description of barriers of financial inclusion and AI 
as their solution has been made. Section 3 builds the 
concept of intelligent financial inclusion. Concluding 
remarks are presented in section 4. 

 

2. Role of AI in financial inclusion 

Industry 4.0., big data, the Internet of Things 
(IoT), artificial intelligence (AI), and machine learning 
(ML) have revolutionized the traditional operations of all 
sectors of an economy. AI is an intelligent system that 
creates and analyzes data even without programming. It 
has the capability of decision-making with the help of 
insights from big data sets (Hassani et al., 2020). It 
encompasses both self-learning and analyzing abilities to 
perform various tasks (Truby et al., 2020). AI takes the 
core concept of machine development based on human 
intelligence to solve complex problems around people 
from healthcare to macro-economic issues (Goralski & 
Tan, 2020). ML is one of the sub-fields of computer 
science and can learn without explicit programming. ML 
constructs algorithms by learning and predicting from data 
(Ongsulee, 2017). AI includes ML and interprets, 
automates, and takes decisions. Concisely, ML combined 
with decision and action makes AI (Decosmo, 2019). 

With the emergence of AI, there has been a 
paradigm shift in the analysis of many issues of economies; 
Industry 4.0., computational powers, use of big data, and 
ML algorithms have changed the ways of operations from 
data entry to policymaking (Ozili, 2021). The field of AI 
is progressing rapidly and ensures transformations in all 
sectors of the economy. This change is driven by growing 
AI algorithms, fast competition, changing interest of 
customers in digital products, and increased investment in 
AI. For the provision of financial services to poor people, 
AI can serve the role of a game-changer (Kshetri, 2021).  

The financial sector is greatly affected by this 
revolution of technology (Agidi, 2020; Biallas and 
O’Neill, 2020; How et al., 2020). AI has occupied many 
areas of financial services from account opening to 
investment decisions. AI and ML capabilities have 
transformed the financial sector through forecasting, 
natural language processing, image recognition, and 
anomaly detection (IMF, 2021). These changes have 
grabbed the attention of researchers and financial 
regulators toward financial inclusion (Senyo & Osabutey, 
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2020). AI has proved to be a promising solution to many 
barriers to financial inclusion (Barruetabeña, 2020). 

Advancements in the field of computer science 
especially AI have come forward to address such 
problems (Decosmo, 2019). AI is playing its role in 
advancing financial inclusion in countries (Kshetri, 2021; 
Mhlanga, 2020). One significant example is the solution 
to the barrier of manual processes. AI has automated the 
processes of stock markets and has the potential to deal 
with huge data from various markets. Such automation has 
reduced the chances of wrong decisions and business 
being performed in milliseconds (Donepudi, 2019; 
Buchanan, 2019). On the other side, AI has proved to be a 
solution to credit risk analysis (Wall, 2018). AI-based 
digital personal lending helps such customers by 
generating their profiles when they do not have borrowers’ 
histories and are unable to access traditional banks. 
Mexico’s Kueski (2021) advances loans to customers who 
are not eligible for traditional loan services. It uses AI and 
ML to identify potential risk customers with the help of 
their profiles and data from other sources also. In this way, 
it is helping in the involvement of all customers in the 
financial system and fraud reduction at the same time. 
With the help of AI, fraud and traditional risks in the 
financial sector have also been reduced (Al-Blooshi & 
Nobanee, 2020). Fraud detection systems activate 
cybersecurity mechanisms upon detection of some 
malicious activity. Ant Group employs deep learning 
technology to detect fraud. Their technology 
implementation has resulted in only one loss of $1 million 
(Perez & Soo, 2017).  

AI is a promising solution to barriers of financial 
inclusion. For solving the problems created by manual 
processes, the only key is the automation of systems. 
Robotic process automation (RPA) is considered the best 
solution to the problems of manual processes (Anagnoste, 
2017). Transferring a fund manually employs 150+ 
keystrokes, consuming a time of 8-10 minutes. 
Automation by robotics process takes less than 1 minute 
for such exchange (Mancher, Huff, Grabowski, & Thomas, 
2017).  High transaction and operation costs are the most 
significant barriers to financial inclusion. The barrier of 
high costs can be removed by introducing tech-oriented 
products in the market and by applying AI techniques in 
finance. Technology plays a vital role in the reduction of 
operational costs (Masood & Sonntag, 2020) and serves as 
a remedy for the problem of financial exclusion (Schuetz 
& Venkatesh, 2019). People do not opt for financial 
services like insurance due to high costs. These costs are 
reduced by the introduction of technology. As Tulasi et al. 
(2017) stated technological breakthroughs have worked 
dramatically to decrease fixed transactional costs of 

financial products in India. AI assists in reducing credit 
risk analysis for financial institutions. Public data such as 
data from social media websites and registered companies 
aid in credit analysis using AI techniques. Thus, AI and 
machine learning greatly influence credit analysis by 
financial institutions (Mhlanga, 2020). It helps in the 
establishment of the creditworthiness of customers by 
adopting alternative techniques and using data from 
different means. Customer data is used to form scorecards 
that are fed to ML systems. Then, improvement in 
algorithms and data points serves as a predictive tool for 
the creditworthiness of customers (Biallas & O’Neill, 
2020).   

 

3. Intelligent financial inclusion 

Financial inclusion is the safe and timely access to 
appropriate and low-cost formal financial services (Sahay, 
2015; AFI, 2018) by all segments of society including the 
poor (Rangarajan, 2008; United Nations, 2016a; N’dri & 
Kakinaka, 2020), underprivileged people and women and 
aims at reducing poverty and enhancing economic growth 
(Ozili, 2018). It is considered the key component of 
inclusive development (Triki and Faye, 2013; Demirguc-
Kunt, Klapper et al., 2017). According to the Financial 
Stability Board (FSB, 2017), financial technology is 
“…technologically enabled financial innovations that 
could result in new business models, applications, 
processes, or products with an associated material effect 
on financial markets and institutions and the provision of 
financial services”. Some well-known FinTech companies 
are providing AI-based solutions to customers like AI-
based customer service chatbot by Ant Group (China), 
banking chatbot Leo by UBA (Nigeria), chatbot assistant 
Zuri by Safaricom (Kenya), and Tymebank interaction 
with customers via kiosks (South Africa) (Kshetri, 2021). 
One example is Nigeria in which banks are using 
technologies to ensure financial inclusion. People are 
encouraged to participate in formal financial services by 
banks through mobile apps, USSD codes (Global System 
for Mobile Communication-GSM service), mobile 
banking technology serving as agency banking, and third-
party payment apps (Wayne et al., 2020). 

 According to the World Bank (2021), digital 
financial inclusion is the digital access to basic financial 
services by all segments of the population. These financial 
services must be affordable and suitable to customers’ 
needs. Financial inclusion in an economy is promised by 
technological infrastructure, customers’ inclination 
towards technology, access to the Internet and 
smartphones, and the availability of bank branches 
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(Wayne et al., 2020). The underlying reason behind this 
linkage is that traditional financial institutions are 
reluctant in providing services to low-income groups due 
to the small amount of loans and associated high 
transaction costs (Kshetri , 2019). Mhlanga (2020) 
discussed that AI is a strong driver of digital financial 
inclusion and serves as a solution to problems of the 
traditional financial sector like information asymmetry, 
risk and fraud detection, and addressing customer support 
problems through chatbots, etc. By using documentary 
analysis, this study recommended the adoption of AI by 
financial institutions and governments. This will help in 
the accomplishment of goals of financial inclusion and 
will enable vulnerable groups of society to access formal 
financial services. For including all those people who are 
left out to adopt universal policies for sustainable 
development, technology-driven financial inclusion is one 
of the measures suggested by the United Nations (United 
Nations, 2016b).  

Financial institutions are working to narrow the 
gap between the financial sector and the underserved 
population with the help of AI. The fourth industrial 
revolution is helping in this pyramid shift also. Moreover, 
AI started to move at a faster pace around 2011 when 
companies like Google, Facebook, Microsoft, and IBM 
started investing in it. Another enforcement for accepting 
technology in finance is COVID-19 which has made it 
indispensable for traditional financial institutions to move 
without tech in the world. During the pandemic, 
companies like Amazon or Alibaba made billions of 
returns by embracing technology and recording 
transactions digitally. This has also set an example for 
others in the traditional financial system to move towards 
digital financial inclusion.  

Various factors serve as drivers of implementing 
AI in financial inclusion. Industry 4.0., COVID-19, and 
the investment of major fintech companies towards AI are 
some of the main factors contributing to the boom of AI 
in finance (Mhlanga, 2020). Technological innovation has 
enabled the financially excluded population to be involved 
in the formal financial sector (Barruetabeña, 2020). 
Implementation of AI in traditional financial institutions 
can help financial institutions to know about potential 
customers. Financial service providers can predict the 
response of customers about their products with the help 
of AI. How et al. (2020) used a human-centric AI-based 
approach to analyze the possible outcomes of prospective 
customers’ intentions towards financial products. This 
study explained that AI can be used as a social good for 
people who are unfamiliar with computers and technology. 
Empirical results of this study suggested that AI-Thinking 
can provide a better understanding for paving the way for 
financial inclusion.  

Intelligence is defined as the ability to learn and think, 
whereas, Intelligence science is an interdisciplinary field 
and it takes the concepts from brain science, cognitive 
science, and artificial intelligence (Shi, 2009). Russell & 
Norvig (2003) mentioned four modes of AI: Acting 
humanly, thinking humanly, thinking rationally, and 
acting rationally. Antsaklis (1999) explained intelligent 
control as a discipline where control methods are capable 
of characteristics of human intelligence like learning, 
planning, and adapting to change. Such intelligent control 
takes the concepts from the fields of computers, operations, 
mathematics, and biological systems. This system has 
found applications in many fields from robotics and 
communications to fuzzy controls, expert and hybrid 
systems. Practically, DARPA submarine automation is 
one of the examples. Intelligent products can adapt to 
changes in the environment (Meyer, Framling, & 
Holmstrom, 2009).  

Intelligent systems are becoming more and more 
crucial with the expansion of corporate databases. A 
human mind can handle around 50,000 words only but an 
intelligent database aims at defining data more simply, and 
efficiently for further processing. The technology of such 
systems is a combination of graphical user interfaces, 
automatic discovery, hypermedia, traditional databases, 
and object orientation. All these characteristics are 
missing in traditional systems. Thus, an intelligent 
database takes the core concepts of computational, 
linguistic, cognitive, and mathematical tools and provides 
useful data results from large databases (Parsaye & 
Chignell, 1993).  

  
By applying such concepts of intelligent systems for 

financial inclusion, people will be able to live in a world 
of intelligent financial inclusion. Intelligent financial 
inclusion will take the concepts from human intelligence 
and computer sciences and will play its role in providing 
financial services. This system will learn from the existing 
data and parameters and will predict solutions and their 
suitability for customers. Such a system is the only 
solution to escape from financial inclusion and to reach an 
optimal level of financial inclusion. The result of this 
intelligent financial inclusion will be the efficient delivery 
of financial services and products to all segments of 
society at affordable cost, accompanied by the reduction 
of frauds, malpractices, and delivery of the right services 
to the right people and places.  

 
AI has a strong effect on financial inclusion by 

mitigating its barriers. Concludingly, this research paper 
stated that the financial sector should scale up the use of 
AI as it ensures the participation of all people in formal 
financial markets. There must be a shift from digital to 
intelligent financial inclusion. For this, there is a need to 
introduce the concept of intelligent financial inclusion 
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which aims at providing AI-assisted financial inclusion 
solutions for removing the barriers of the traditional 
financial sector.  In this way, intelligent financial inclusion 
will be the future, a better world to live in! 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Inspiring factors for intelligent financial 
inclusion 

 

4. Concluding remarks 
 

The economic crisis caused by COVID-19 
demands financial stability which can be achieved by 
financial inclusion (Vo et al., 2021). Financial institutions 
are using AI applications to handle a large volume of loan 
applications, recovery, and fraud detection during 
pandemics (IMF, 2021). COVID-19 has also necessitated 

the payment’s transition from cash to digital means. The 
risk of its spread by cash transactions and government 
transfers to the public in emergency conditions has 
encouraged the use of digital applications (Barajas, Beck, 
Belhaj, & Naceur, 2020).  

The world is seeing tremendous changes in 
countries' social, cultural, political, and economic sectors. 
Thanks to AI and ML. Humans can think, analyze and 
process data but they can’t process large amounts of data 
meeting all requirements of customers and legislation. 
Specifically, in the financial sector, AI is helping in a 
paradigm shift by expanding financial services to all 
segments of society. The main target of this digital 
financial inclusion is the involvement of the poor and 
vulnerable groups in the financial system of the economy. 
Traditional financial institutions like banks do not find 
themselves at ease in advancing loans to such groups of 
society due to the high costs associated with the 
processing of loans (Kshetri, 2019). This makes it 
indispensable for countries to introduce AI-based 
financial inclusion.  

A significant change in the financial sector driven 
by AI and ML algorithms will expand the level of 
financial inclusion, by involving existing sub-systems of 
the economy. AI tools and techniques may impose 
regulations on economic agents, modernize financial 
services, or increase social well-being. In this way, it can 
achieve financial inclusion by developing inter-
relationships among its sub-systems. The fact cannot be 
denied that the world has seen tremendous changes in 
financial services due to AI tools and techniques. However, 
such efforts will not generate maximum output unless they 
are directed toward the removal of all barriers to financial 
inclusion. Considering this problem, this research seeks to 
identify barriers to financial inclusion and proposes AI as 
a solution to these barriers. Removal of such barriers by 
AI will lead to intelligent financial inclusion which 
assures the achievement of human development goals and 
the growth of economies. The adoption of financial 
inclusion while eliminating its barriers with the help of AI 
will provide INTELLIGENT FINANCIAL INCLUSION 
to the world. This intelligent financial inclusion is a 
promise to achieve human development goals and the 
growth of economies. 
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